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Abstract—In this paper, we discuss a novel approach for the
computer-delivery of Brief Motivational Interventions (BMIs)
for health behavior change. We describe the basic elements of
our system architecture, and focus on enabling a multimodal
Embodied Conversational Agent (ECA) to deliver the health
behavior change interventions empathetically by adapting, in realtime, its verbal and non-verbal communication messages to those
of its clients. The designed empathy model integrates a cognitive
component and an affective components. We then discuss the
evaluation experiment that we designed and conducted to evaluate
the impact of empathy model on users’ experience with the
empathic character. Results indicate that, in comparison with
the non-empathic counselor, the empathic one is better accepted
(e.g., more enjoyable, empathizing, engaging, and likable) and
some users might be willing to disclose more private information
(e.g., drinking habits) to the counselor endowed with empathic
abilities than the one without.

I.

The ECAs can deliver the information and interact with the
users in both verbal and non-verbal (e.g., facial expressions and
body gestures) modalities. Based on the Media Equation Theory [6], if computers display social cues to their human users,
the human users respond socially to them. Therefore, enabling
the computer-based behavior-change systems to deliver some
social cues to the clients can improve the acceptance of the
clients, engage them better, and affect the outcomes positively.
However, main concerns in a delivering face-to-face interactions with clients in the health and behavior change context
are: (1) building rapport and empathizing with the clients [7]
which supports the clients emotionally and help them overcome their negative affects [8], (2) engaging the clients enough
to the interaction so they have motivation to continue the
interaction and attend the follow-up sessions [1], [2], instead
of dropping out which is a signiﬁcant problem with both
computer-based interventions and face-to-face interventions
[9], [10].

I NTRODUCTION

Unhealthy behaviors such as excessive alcohol consumption place people at risk of serious health problems. In the
cases that these unhealthy behaviors are the main reasons of the
health problems, identifying and changing these behaviors can
prevent many of their associated diseases. Therefore, ﬁnding
ways to make people more aware of their unhealthy behavior
patterns and motivate them to change the unhealthy behaviors
can have great impacts on peoples’ health and well-being.

In this research, we have developed an Empathic OnDemand VIrtual Health Counselor (Emp-ODVIHC) which
delivers the computer-based Brief Motivational Interventions
(BMIs) through an ECA (see Figure 1). The BMIs include assessment of target behavior patterns; normative feedback; and

Research [1], [2] shows that an effective way of creating
awareness and motivation is using the computer-based systems
that aim at changing unhealthy behaviors. For example, the
Drinker’s Check Up (DCU) system [3] uses a patient-centered
counseling technique called Motivational Interviewing to help
people ﬁnd motivation in changing their unhealthy alcohol
consumption behaviors. The DCU is reported to be able to
decrease alcohol consumption by an average of 50% in a 12
month follow-up.
Among different modalities of delivering the computerbased material to the computer users (e.g., text, voice, video),
the Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs) [4] are interesting user interfaces that are envisioned to be helpful in
computer-based therapy and to be able to interview patients
with substance abuse problems [5]. Lisetti [5] identiﬁed the
key features of designing the ECAs for therapeutic purposes as:
(1) human face as the interface; (2) ethnicity concordance; (3)
empathy; (4) user-modeling; and (5) natural language abilities.
978-0-7695-5089-3/13 $26.00 © 2013 IEEE
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Fig. 1: Emo-ODVIHC Amy in her ofﬁce.
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providing a menu of change options to the client depending on
client’s readiness. The BMIs have been evaluated as effective
[11] and well-accepted by the users [12]. We have selected
a BMI called Motivational Interviewing (MI) [7], which is a
directive, client-centered counseling style for eliciting behavior
change by helping clients to explore and resolve ambivalence.

empathy [28], [29]. In the rest of this section, we will discuss
these research, their limitation, and how we can address them.
Gonsier et al. [18] and Hegel et al. [19] modeled empathy
with mimicry of the user’s affective state with facial expressions of a robot and showed that the subjective performance
of the robot and the user acceptance is improved.

We have compared our empathic virtual health counselor
with a non-empathic health counselor in terms of the clients’
acceptance (e.g., perceived ease of use, enjoyment, attitude)
and perceived character features (e.g., likability, anthropomorphism).
II.

Gratch et al. [20]–[22] simulated the rapport and the
positive feedback of a virtual character (called Rapport Agent)
to a human by mimicking the human’s postures, and reported
that the users perceived the conveyed rapport and engaged to
the interaction more than a neutral agent.
Prendinger, Becker-Asano, and Boukricha [23]–[25] modeled empathy by mapping the user’s affective state, which
is multi-modally recognized, to positive and negative facial
expression using a belief-desire-intention (BDI) component.
Their users reported that an agent capable of providing cognitive empathy is perceived more intelligent and is more able
to provide more appropriate reactions than a neutral agent.

R ELATED W ORK

In behavior-change context, there are different ECAdelivered systems from which we introduce a few in this
section, and discuss their approaches to empathize with the
clients. We also discuss a few of the state of the art in
computational modeling empathy for the ECAs.
The MIT FitTrack [13] is an avatar-based system which
uses an ECA to investigate the ability to establish and maintain
a long-term working alliance with users in a behavior-change
context. Their agent creates rapport using social and empathic
dialogs, politeness, and nonverbal behaviors (e.g., smile).
Comparing to an equivalent agent without any deliberate
social-emotional, their agent was reported as more respected,
liked, and trusted.

Pereira et al. [26] enabled a robot to assess the affective
states of a chess game player and react empathetically using
facial expressions and verbal comments. They report that the
robot-player friendliness is improved comparing to a neutral
robot.
Huang et al. [28] enhanced the Rapport Agent and developed the Virtual Rapport 2.0, in which some of the simple
behavior mimicry rules are replaced by probabilistic models of
the back-channel prediction, end-of-turn (turn-taking opportunity), and affective feedback (smile) based on the data driven
from a video corpora. Results show that, the mutual attention,
coordination, positive emotion communication, rapport, naturalness, and back-channel prediction of the Rapport Agent are
improved.

The FitTrack was used to develop the Virtual Hospital
Discharge Nurse [14] to explain written hospital discharge
instructions to patients with low health literacy on their hospital beds and help to review material before discharging them
from the hospital. The hospital patients with low health literacy
found this system easy to use, reported satisfaction, and said
they preferred receiving the discharge information from the
agent over their doctor or nurse.

In a research by Ochs et al. [29], the agent guesses the
most probable emotion of the user in a BDI-like approach, and
mimics the same emotion with the corresponding emotional
facial expressions. They show that such an empathic character
is perceived more jovial, expressive (more natural), pleasant, warm, compassionate, and cheerful than a non-emotional
agent.

Schulman et al. [15] designed a conversational agent as
a virtual counselor for health behavior change. They use
techniques drawn from MI to enhance client motivation and
conﬁdence to change. The users reported satisfaction from
using this system.
Although the avatars employed in these mentioned health
systems have shown some promising acceptance by their users,
they have two major limitations: (1) because they are 2D,
they lack dynamic expressiveness which is a key factor of
communicating facial affect [16] and essential in establishing
the MI requirement of empathic communicative style [17]; (2)
they do not have a computational model of empathy so they
can adapt their behaviors to the affective states of the clients,
engage the clients to the intervention, motivate them to use
the system in long-term, and motivate the clients to change
unhealthy behaviors.

Moridis et al. [30] implemented a virtual tutoring agent
which provides empathy with the students during a problem
solving experiment. They show that, mimicry of the emotional
states in a tutoring application can reinforce the student’s
emotion but providing positive empathic reaction can induced
negative emotions to neutral in this context.
However, there are multiple limitations that can be addressed in these approaches such as: (1) non-realtime recognition of the affective state of the subjects, which can be
addressed using realtime facial expression recognizers, (2) not
using the facial expressions as the most important modality
in human behavioral judgment [31], which can be addressed
by using highly expressive characters that are capable of
expressing different facial expressions, (3) using rapport and
empathy in non-emotional contexts such as gaming and story
telling, which can be addressed by using the rapport and
empathizing ability in health counseling context, (4) unclear
mapping of the user’s recognized features to the character’s

In the state of the art of computational modeling of
empathy, generally, three types of approaches are taken to
model the empathy: (1) mimicking the client behaviors (called
affective or parallel empathy) [18]–[22], (2) including understanding and cognition to decide about the empathic reaction
(called cognitive empathy) [23]–[27], or (3) empathizing with
the users with a combination of the mimicry and cognitive
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Fig. 2: ODVIC Architecture.

The Dialog Module evaluates and generates dialog utterances using three key components: a Utterance Planner,
a collection of Psychometric Instruments (e.g. questions
about drinking behavior patterns), and a Score Evaluator.
The system.client interaction is based on a series of dialog
sessions, each of which has a speciﬁc assessment goal to
identify different aspects of the client’s behavioral problem
(e.g. dependency to alcohol, frequency of drinking).

reactions, which can be addressed by creating an empathy
model, and (5) using 2D inexpressive characters which limits
conveying the nonverbal behaviors and can be addressed by
using highly expressive 3D characters.
III.

H EALTH C OUNSELOR S YSTEM A RCHITECTURE

In an effort to address the limitations of current computerbased interventions discussed in Section II, we have developed
an expressive 3D animated character able to empathize with the
clients. Our virtual health counselor perceives the client’s facial
expressions and utterances during the health interaction and
provides both empathic non-verbal expressions (emotional facial expressions, head nods, eyebrow movements), and verbal
reﬂections.

The Multimodal Interface has both multimodal inputs
and outputs. Multimodal inputs consist of the user’s answers
collected via common media (keyboard and mouse) and of the
user’s facial expressions captured in real-time via a webcam.
The multimodal output is our 3D virtual character who speaks
with lip-synch and displays a different facial expressions
including the samples shown in Figure 3.

A. System Overview
Our system architecture is composed of the main modules
shown in Figure 2 and described in detail in [34]. The main
differences between the current the previous research [34]
are: (1) in the previous research empathy was modeled as
mimicry of the user’s emotional facial expressions, whereas,
in this research, empathy is modeled both verbally and nonverbally using the two affective and cognitive modules, (2) the
facial expressivity of the ECA is improved using the newly
implemented module namely HapFACS (see Section III-B),
and (3) we performed the character evaluation in terms of the
user acceptance and perceived character features.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 3: Sample facial expressions: (a) neutral, (b) happy, (c)
sad, (d) surprised, and (e) concerned.
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The Empathy Model consists of an Affective Module and
a Cognitive Module to communicate emphatically with the
client during the behavior change intervention.
B. Modeling Empathic Communication
5)

Discussing issues about at-risk behaviors such as heavy
drinking is highly emotional for people (e.g. shame, discouragement, anger, hopefulness), and empathy and positive regard
toward the client are critical therapeutic conditions to create
an atmosphere of safety and acceptance where clients feel
free to explore and change [35]. In MI and BMI sessions,
the therapist’s ability to establish rapport and to express
empathy is crucial which can be applied by “a skillful reﬂective
listening to clarify and amplify the [user’s] own experiencing
and meaning” [7].

6)

1) Empathy Model: The Empathy Model emulates two
kinds of empathy: affective empathy and cognitive empathy.
Affective empathy involves arousal and spontaneous affective
response to the perceived experience of another person [36].
Cognitive empathy involves an understanding, reasoning, and
appraisal of another’s experiences, combined with the capacity
to communicate that understanding [37].

2) Affective Module: Given the above parameters, the
empathy model decides which affective/cognitive empathic
responses to express. The Affective Module returns a simple
verbal feedback to each client’s answer from a pool of predeﬁned verbal feedbacks for that answer. Counselors used
verbal reﬂection to create a stronger connection with the clients
and create closeness and rapport. Reﬂection can be a repetition
or rephrase of the client’s response, for example, the counselor
asks ”How often do you have a drink containing alcohol?”, the
client answers ”Two to three times a week”, then the counselor
reﬂects back ”So, you drink at least two times a week”.

Consequently, we designed an empathy model for the
virtual health counselor in two sub-modules of cognitive and
affective. The Empathy Model, captures and processes user’s
facial expressions and head movements in real-time to assess
the user’s most probable affective states, then combines it
with affect related information elicited from utterances to
decide about the counselor’s empathic responses. The Affective
Module is responsible for fast and reactive responses such as
simple verbal reﬂection of user’s answers and head posture
mimicry. The Cognitive Module on the other hand, is responsible for feedbacks that are more deliberative and need more
thinking and decision making before expression, such as facial
expressions, and head nods.

Furthermore, the affective module mimics the client’s head
movements by mapping them to the same head movements of
the counselor (head posture mimicry) to create closeness and
mutual gaze with the client.
3) Cognitive Module: The Cognitive Module is a rulebased system which uses a set of pre-deﬁned rules in a decision
tree to decide about the next counselor’s empathic reaction
to the client. This module decides “what facial expression
to express”, “when to show head nods”, and “what eyebrow
expressions to show”. A sample part of the used decision tree
in the cognitive module is shown in Figure 4.

The Empathy Model uses a set of inputs to decide about
the counselor’s empathic behaviors:
1)

2)

3)

4)

response to each question. For example, the question “Has someone been injured as a result of your
drinking?” is likely to raise negative feelings while
the question “Have you enjoyed the taste of wine or
liquor?” may raise positive feelings.
Client’s answers to the counselor’s questions: the
client provides an answer to each counselor’s question using the mouse/keyboard. These answers show
whether her/his alcohol consumption is at risk level
or not.
History of the client’s previous answers: after each
client’s answer, the Score Evaluator module calculates a score for the client base on her/his answers
until then. Based on the user-model we proposed in
our previous research [39], in different assessment
sessions, this score can represent the strength of the
client’s dependence to alcohol, drinking risk factors,
motivation to change, frequency of drinking, and
consequences of drinking.

Emotional facial expressions: facial photos are taken
using the camera with the JPEG-Cam Flash/Javascript
library and sent from the client computer to the
face recognizer server. The face recognizer categorizes the client’s emotional facial expressions into
ﬁve categories of happy, sad, angry, surprised, and
neutral. The face recognition engine is using the face
recognition algorithm proposed in [38].
Head movements: the face recognizer returns degrees of the three possible head movements: head
yaw (up/down), head pitch (left/right), and head roll
(left/right roll).
Smile: the face recognizer returns the user’s smiling
status (open mouth smile) which is different from
happy facial expression. The happiness is recognized
from different movements of the face such as eyes,
cheeks, and lips. But, smile is only the lips state.
Counselor’s question valence: the counselor can expect whether her question will be pleasant or unpleasant for the client. So, the counselor uses the
role taking mode of the empathy and puts herself
in the client’s shoes to guess the client’s emotion in

4) Facial Expression Generator: The Facial Expression
Generator generates the character’s facial expressions and head
movements based on the Facial Action Coding System (FACS)
[40], and Emotional FACS (EmFACS) [41]. FACS is a system
to taxonomize human facial expressions, head, and eye movements. Movements of individual facial muscles are encoded
by Action Units (AU) which are the fundamental actions of
individual muscles or groups of muscles. FACS is a common
standard to systematically categorize the physical expressions
of the face and emotional facial expressions. EmFACS is a
method for using FACS to determine the facial actions that are
relevant to expressing speciﬁc emotions (happiness, sadness,
fear, disgust, contempt, surprised, and anger).
The Facial Expression Generator module uses HapFACS
[42], an open source1 software that we implemented to generate facial expressions based on FACS and EmFACS. It accepts
1 http://ascl.cis.ﬁu.edu/projects.html
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Fig. 4: A sample piece of the decision tree used in the cognitive module.

different ethnicities (e.g. black, white) in both genders to make
client-counselor race and gender concordance.

the facial expressions, head nods, and head movements that
the counselor should express from the cognitive and affective
modules and maps them to their corresponding AUs. Then,
HapFACS generates the facial expressions, head nod, and head
movements on the character face and head. For example, the
sample emotional facial expressions presented in Figure 3 are
generated with the following combination of AUs: (a) neutral:
all AUs are deactivated, (b) happy: AU12 + AU6, (c) sad: AU1
+ AU4 + AU15, (d) surprised: AU1 + AU2 + AU26, and (e)
concerned: AU1 + AU4.
5) Other considerations: Lisetti [5] identiﬁed the key features of designing the ECAs for therapeutic purposes as: (1)
human face as the interface; (2) natural language abilities; (3)
user-modeling; (4) empathy; and (5) ethnicity concordance.
We simulate the ﬁrst two features with a 3D graphical
avatar well-accepted by users as documented in earlier studies
[43] developed by the Haptek2 company. We integrated the
avatar with a Text-To-Speech (TTS) engine able to read text
with a natural voice with lip synchronization. We use the male
and female voices from the Loquendo3 company. Furthermore,
we use different mark-ups to control the avatar’s TTS vocal
intonation in order to increase the agent’s believability and
make the sound natural.

Fig. 5: Ethnicity concordance.

IV.

E XPERIMENT AND E VALUATION

Our evaluation scheme includes the evaluation of user’s
acceptance of the virtual counselor and evaluation of the
character’s properties (e.g., likability, perceived safety).

We keep a dynamic model of the user in the a User Model
presented in a previous research [39], which addresses the third
feature mentioned above. The virtual counselor empathizes
with the client using the Empathy Model which satisﬁes the
fourth feature mentioned above.

A. Procedure
We asked the clients to attend the ﬁrst session of an interview with our virtual counselor, which includes the AUDIT
[44] psychometric instrument to assess the client’s dependence
to alcohol and frequency of drinking. AUDIT involves a set of
questions about the user’s drinking behaviors and a statistical
feedback. For each question, the client selected an answer from
a list of 3-5 answers. The clients sat in front of a computer

As shown in Figure 5, in order to address the ethnicity
concordance feature we provide a set of different avatars with
2 http://www.haptek.com
3 http://www.loquendo.com
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•

with a camera attached to it. They had access to a keyboard
and a mouse to answer to the counselor’s questions. Users had
the option to choose their preferred counselor’s gender and
ethnicity among the available characters (Caucasian, African
American). The default counselor was a Caucasian female
(AMY) that speaks in English.

•
•

We have implemented two conditions for the experiment:
1)

2)

Empathic counselor: during the counseling session,
AMY reacts to the client with empathic verbal and
non-verbal reactions. She expresses different emotional facial expressions (happy, sad, concerned, surprised, and neutral); head gesture (nod); big/subtle
smile; head posture mimicry (pitch, yaw, roll); eyebrow movement; mutual gaze; and lip synchronized
verbal reﬂections. Furthermore, since being polite
and getting permission for pursuing the interview
is an empathic technique, AMY requests for user’s
permission to continue during the interview.
Non-empathic counselor: AMY shows a neutral facial expression during the interview, does not empathize with the user, ignores user’s changes of
emotional state, and does not request for user’s
permission to continue the interview. Therefore, in
the non-empathic condition, the Empathy Model is
completely deactivated.

•

•

•
•
•

The clients are recruited from volunteer university students
through ﬂiers and emails. We selected the subjects who had at
least one drink in the last month. From the total number of 51
subjects, 26 were assigned to the empathic counselor and 25
to the non-empathic counselor. Subjects included 37% females
and 63% males. The ethnicity distribution of the participants
was as 55% White, 27% Hispanic, 16% African American,
and 2% Asian.

Bartneck et al. [46] have deﬁned another questionnaire
model called “Godspeed” including key concepts of humancomputer interaction with the following deﬁnitions:
•

•

After the subjects interacted with the system, we debriefed
them using an after-experiment questionnaire about the acceptance and performance of the counselor.

•

B. Questionnaire
•

We compiled a modiﬁcation of the two questionnaires
developed by Heernik et al. [45] and Bartneck et al. [46].
Then, we used the resulting questionnaire in an online user
self-report survey to debrief the users after using our system.

•

Heerink’s model evaluates the users’ acceptance of assisting social artiﬁcial agents. Heerink designed 13 constructs
each of which is represented by multiple statements. Users
replied to these statements on a 5-point Likert scale (-2 for
strongly disagree to +2 for strongly agree). We used 10 of those
constructs each of which includes 1 to 5 statements. Here, we
provide the deﬁnition of each construct and one example of
the used statements:
•
•

Perceived Enjoyment (PENJ): feeling of pleasure associated by user with use of the system (e.g. I enjoyed
participating in this session with the counselor.)
Perceived Ease of Use (PEOU): degree to which the
user believes using the system would be free of effort
(e.g. I found the counselor easy to use.)
Perceived Sociability (PS): perceived ability of the
system to perform sociable behavior (e.g. I think the
counselor is empathizing with me.)
Perceived Usefulness (PU): degree to which a person
believes using the system would enhance his or her
daily activities (e.g. I think the counselor can help
me.)
Social Presence (SP): experience of sensing a social
entity when interacting with the system (e.g. When
interacting with the counselor, I felt like I’m talking
to a real person.)
trust (TRUST): belief that the system performs with
personal integrity and reliability (e.g. I would trust the
counselor if it gave me advice.)
Anxiety (ANX): evoking anxious or emotional reactions when using the system (e.g. I was afraid to make
mistakes during the interview.)
Social Inﬂuence (SI): user’s perception of how people
who are important to him think about him using the
system (e.g. I am comfortable to disclose information
about my drinking to the counselor.)

Anthropomorphism (ANT): attribution of a human
form, characteristics, or behavior to non-human concepts such as robots, computers, and animals (e.g. I
rate the counselor as Machine-like/Human-like.)
Likability (LIKE): degree to which the agent evokes
empathic or sympathetic feelings of the user (e.g. I
rate my impression as Dislike/Like.)
Animacy (ANIM): degree to which a computer agent
is lifelike and can involve users emotionally (e.g. I
rate the counselor as Dead/Alive.)
Perceived Intelligence (PI): user’s perception of how
the agent is intelligent (e.g. I rate the counselor as
Unintelligent/Intelligent.)
Perceived Safety (PSA): user’s perception of the level
of danger, and her/his level of comfort during the use
(e.g. During the interaction I was Agitated/Calm.)

Users answered to the statements in this questionnaire in
a 5-point Likert type scale (-2 to +2).
V.

R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

A. Results about the User’s Experience
The total of 56 statements categorized in 15 classes were
asked from the users. The clients’ answers were analyzed
using the Mantel-Haenszel Chi-Square statistical method (with
degree of freedom df = 1) which involves (1) assigning scores
to the response levels, (2) forming means, and (3) examining
location shifts of the means across the levels of the responses.

Attitude (ATT): positive/negative feelings about the
appliance of the technology (e.g. I think it’s a good
idea to use the counselor.)
Intention to Use (ITU): outspoken intention to use the
system over a longer period in time (e.g. I think I’ll
use the system again.)
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0.96, stdev = 1.27) versions indicate that the clients perceived
both of the version easy to use. However, comparison of these
mean values show that enabling the character to empathize
with the users complicates the use of the system.

We followed a null hypothesis: counselors with different
levels of empathizing abilities (empathic vs. non-empathic)
have the same effects on the users. A common signiﬁcance
threshold (i.e., alpha) value in the chi-square analysis is 5%.
Therefore, under the assumption of the null-hypothesis, p
values less than 0.05 reject the null-hypothesis.

5) Perceived Sociability: Results show signiﬁcant differences between the empathic and non-empathic conditions
(X 2 = 36.57, p < 0.05) in terms of perceived sociability.
This result shows that adding the empathizing ability to the
character affects the perceived social abilities of the character.

Also, we compared the mean values of the same statements
in the two experimental conditions to calculate the possible
improvement/deterioration of them upon each other.
1) Attitude: Results show signiﬁcant differences in terms
of attitude between the empathic and non-empathic conditions
(X 2 = 5.56, p < 0.05). This result indicates that adding the
empathizing ability to the character affects the attitude to use
the system and the clients expect a human-like system to be
empathic. This result conﬁrms a previous research by Nguyen
and Masthoff [47].

Statements in the Perceived Sociability category debrief
the clients about the empathizing, understanding, and social
abilities of the counselor. Therefore, the positive mean value
of empathic counselor (mean = 0.80, stdev = 0.87) indicates
that the clients perceived it empathizing, understanding, nice
and sociable. On the other hand, negative mean value of
the non-empathic version (mean = −0.07, stdev = 0.97)
indicate that the clients perceived the non-empathic 21.68%
less sociable than the empathic version.

The positive mean values of empathic (mean =
0.78, stdev = 0.9) and non-empathic (mean = 0.31, stdev =
1.05) versions indicate that the clients have positive attitude
toward the system regardless of the empathizing ability of the
counselor. However, the mean value comparison shows that
the clients have 11.81% more attitude to use the empathic
counselor than the non-empathic counselor.

6) Perceived Usefulness: Results show signiﬁcant differences between the empathic and non-empathic conditions
(X 2 = 10.13, p < 0.05). Therefore, the clients perceived the
same usefulness level from non-empathic version. This result
indicates that adding the empathizing ability to the character
affects the perceived usefulness of the system.

2) Intention to Use: Results show signiﬁcant differences
in terms of intention to use between the empathic and nonempathic conditions (X 2 = 6.41, p < 0.05). Therefore, adding
the empathizing ability to the character affects the intention to
use the system. This result supports the previous result that
“the clients expect a human-like system to be empathic”.

The positive mean values of empathic (mean =
0.68, stdev = 0.88) and non-empathic (mean =
0.02, stdev = 1.08) versions indicate that the clients perceived
the system positively useful regardless of the empathizing
ability of the counselor. However, the mean value comparison
shows that the clients think that the empathic counselor is
16.52% more useful than the non-empathic one.

The positive mean values of empathic (mean =
0.80, stdev = 0.89) and non-empathic (mean =
0.12, stdev = 0.89) versions show that the clients have
positive intention to use an avatar-based counselor. This result
conﬁrms the results of our previous research [43] in which
74% of the clients reported a positive intention to use the
avatar-based system. The mean value comparison shows that
the clients have 17.12% more intention to use the empathic
counselor than the non-empathic counselor.

7) Social Presence: Results show signiﬁcant differences
between the empathic and non-empathic conditions (X 2 =
25.15, p < 0.05) in terms of social presence. This result shows
that adding the empathizing ability to the character affects the
perceived social presence of the character.
The positive mean value of empathic (mean =
0.21, stdev = 1.07) indicates that the clients sense a social
entity when interacting with the empathic counselor. But, negative mean value of non-empathic (mean = −0.57, stdev =
0.99) shows that the clients do not have this sense when interacting with the non-empathic version. The empathic counselor
makes 19.43% improvement over the non-empathic version.

3) Perceived Enjoyment: Results show signiﬁcant differences in terms of perceived enjoyment between the empathic
and non-empathic conditions (X 2 = 24.40, p < 0.05). This result shows that adding the empathizing ability to the character
affects the user’s perceived enjoyment.
Again, it shows that the clients expect a human-like system to be empathic. The positive mean values of empathic
(mean = 0.99, stdev = 0.63) and non-empathic (mean =
0.31, stdev = 0.97) versions indicate that the clients perceived
the system positively enjoyable regardless of the empathizing
ability of the counselor. However, the mean value comparison
shows that the clients enjoyed the empathic version 17.11%
more than the non-empathic one.

8) Trust: Results show signiﬁcant differences between the
empathic and non-empathic conditions (X 2 = 13.01, p <
0.05) in terms of trust. This result indicates that adding the
empathizing ability to the character affects the perceived trust
level of the character by the user.

4) Perceived Ease of Use: Results show signiﬁcant differences between the empathic and non-empathic conditions
(X 2 = 0.52, p < 0.05) in terms of the perceived ease of use.
This result indicates that adding the empathizing ability to the
character affects the perceived ease of use of the system.

The positive mean value of empathic version (mean =
0.51, stdev = 1.07) indicates that the clients can trust the
empathic counselor. But, negative mean value of non-empathic
counselor (mean = −0.07, stdev = 1.01) shows that it is not
trustful enough for the clients. The mean value comparison
shows that the empathic counselor is 14.31% more trustful
than the non-empathic one.

=
=

9) Anxiety: Results show no signiﬁcant differences between the empathic and non-empathic conditions (X 2 =

The positive mean values of empathic (mean
0.84, stdev = 1.24) and non-empathic (mean
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Fig. 6: Mean value comparison of experimental conditions for user acceptance features.

0.003, p > 0.05). This indicates that the clients feel the same
anxiety level while using the two versions of the system.

12)Likability: Results show signiﬁcant differences between
the empathic and non-empathic conditions (X 2 = 21.51, p <
0.05) in terms of likability. This result shows that adding the
empathizing ability to the character affects the likability of the
character by the user.

The positive mean values of empathic (mean =
1.2, stdev = 0.87) and non-empathic (mean = 1.19, stdev =
1.02) versions indicate that non of the two counselor versions
evoke anxious while interacting with the clients. Also, the
empathizing ability of the counselor does not provide a major improvement over the non-empathic version in terms of
anxiety reduction.

The positive mean value of empathic (mean =
1.29, stdev = 0.64) and non-empathic (mean =
0.85, stdev = 0.78) versions indicates that the clients liked
both of the versions. However, the empathic version is 10.85%
more likable than the non-empathic.

10) Social Inﬂuence: Results show signiﬁcant differences
between the empathic and non-empathic conditions (X 2 =
5.53, p < 0.05) in terms of social inﬂuence. This result shows
that adding the empathizing ability to the character affects the
possible social inﬂuences of the character.

13) Animacy: Results show that there are signiﬁcant differences between the empathic and non-empathic counselors
(X 2 = 28.59, p < 0.05) in terms of their animacy, which
indicates that adding the empathizing ability to the character
affects the animacy level of the character.

The positive mean values of the empathic (mean =
0.78, stdev = 1.03) and the non-empathic (mean =
0.27, stdev = 1.10) versions show that the two versions
have positive social inﬂuence on the clients independent of
the empathizing ability. However, the empathic version is
perceived 12.77% more socially inﬂuential on the users.

The positive mean value of the empathic version (mean =
0.68, stdev = 0.98) indicates that the counselor was perceived
well animated. On the other hand, the negative mean value
of the non-empathic version (mean = −0.11, stdev = 1.21)
indicates that the non-empathic version is not perceived so
well animated and it is perceived 19.69% less animated than
the empathic version.

Figure 6 shows the mean value comparison of the two
experimental conditions for the user acceptance features described above.

14) Perceived Intelligence: Results show signiﬁcant differences between the empathic and non-empathic conditions
(X 2 = 18.76, p < 0.05) in terms of perceived intelligence,
which shows that adding the empathizing ability to the character affects the perceived intelligence of the character by the
user.

11)Anthropomorphism: Results show that there are signiﬁcant differences between the empathic and non-empathic counselors (X 2 = 27.42, p < 0.05) in terms of anthropomorphism.
This result indicates that adding the empathizing ability to the
character affects the anthropomorphism level of the character.

The positive mean values of the empathic (mean =
0.93, stdev = 0.74) and the non-empathic (mean =
0.42, stdev = 1.04) versions indicates that the clients perceived both of the versions intelligent. However, comparison
shows that, the empathic version is perceived 12.82% more
intelligent than the non-empathic version.

The positive mean value of the empathic version (mean =
0.28, stdev = 1.05) indicates that the counselor was positively perceived anthropomorphic by the clients. On the other
hand, the negative mean value of the non-empathic version
(mean = −0.47, stdev = 1.10) indicates that the nonempathic version is perceived not so anthropomorphic and is
is perceived 18.73% less anthropomorphic than the empathic
version.

15) Perceived Safety: Results show signiﬁcant differences
between the empathic and non-empathic conditions (X 2 =
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11.44, p < 0.05) in term of the level of perceived comfort/danger during the system use. This result indicates that
adding the empathizing ability to the character affects the
perceived safety level of the character.

machine learning from the annotated video corpora of human
counselor-client interactions.

The positive mean values of empathic (mean =
1.39, stdev = 0.95) and non-empathic (mean =
0.79, stdev = 1.11) versions indicate that the clients feel
comfortable when using both of the versions of the system.
However, the empathic version is 14.79% safer than the nonempathic one.
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Figure 7 shows the mean value comparison of the two
experimental conditions for the character features described
above.
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